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The ratio of the LF and HF. Impedances appears to be an 
excellent and simple tool for Investigation of Iiqnld specimens, 

• either of the total human body, taking Into consideration global 
impedances, or of a particular organ, I. taking . Into consideration 
local impedances. We have sketched 01d in this communication 
a study of the global Impedance ratio 1~ariatlons with age, bot 
a large number of studies sfill repialn to J,e undertaken In those : 
cases of severe denutrition, as In all cases 1of metabolic illnesses. 
We can state that, in most cas~s, not only does the ratio decrease 
but that there is extreme cllfficnlty in reestablishing normal 
values. Whatever action Is undertaken, _. seems that the Intra
cellular liquid compartment reinains Insufficient · with respect 
to that of the extracellular liquid compartmimt, It Is as If the 
water will not enter in the 'cells or as if it were no longer re• 
talned within the cells. Finally, with this concept of impedance 
ratios of ZLF/ZaF a promising experimental method has been 

; found which will, perhaps, enable better investigations in a 
field which has often been left to one side .. 

'' ' 

. drugs makes it mor~ and more necessary for the medical 
practitioner to have a clear idi!a of the liquid compart• 
ments of the organism. 

To clarify these concepts it is necessary to define the 
term "electrolytic equilibrium." The state of electrolytic 
equilibrium implies a normal ·value of volume and ionic 
concentration to exist between two or several liquid com
partments to enable correct functioning of the· organism. 

The human body consists of a number of different 
organs in which the texture and ionic composition are 
very different. Thus, it is necessary to speak in terms. of 
plasma-tissue equilibrium or tissue-electrolyte· equilibri
um between the extracellular and intracellular compart- . 

, ments. Usually, when considering electrolytic' equilibri
. um, reference is made to the- plasma-tissue equilibrium. 

However, this is a concentration equilibrium and not a 
volum__(?_equilibrium. In any case, it is on this equilibrium; 

. i.e.-; the concentration equilibrium, that. those· drugs 
known as venous therapeutic are known to act. A distri- . 
bution delay of 5 to 6 h is necessary. This delay can be 
increased or decreased by either increasing or -decreasing 
the volume of water or the ionic concentration . T HE CONCEPT of' electrolytic' equilibrium in' the 

human organism is now generally recognized. Global 
impedance measurement .pf ·the.· human· body using 
Thomasset's . method . allows the · following to be · ob-

j : tained: . . .· 
· 1) At l~w frequency (1 ·kBz or 5 kHz), ex~ra-cellular 

fluid volumes are determined (E.C.F.V.). 

. This plasma-tissue equilibrium, although incomplete
ly defined, is well known, at least in practical clinical 
activities. In this communication we intend to deal with 
the electrolyti~ tissue equilibrium, i.e., existing gl~bal 
equilibrium between the extra- and intracellular com
partments of the organism. 

2) At high frequency (100 kHz pr 1 MHz) total water 
,·olumes are determined (T.B.W.). 

Tl'.-.e ratio of these. two values· (ZLF/ZHF) in the 
healthy, adult gives a coilstant ~gure for the given fre
quencies of measurement current. The value is found to . 
be situated at 1.50 ± 0.05 where low frequency equals 
5 kHz and high frequency equals 1 MHz. · 

In Severe denutrition, especially in cancer, t.he ratio • 
c_an decrease to as little as 1.10. · 

During oedematic states (heart disease, nephritis, and 

1 cirrhosis) and _during diuretic treatment vari~tions of 
Z1,F/ZHF are .of considerable therapeutic interest. Fin
ally, we have. noted a decrease in this ratio with age. 

.. 

The concept of electrolytic equilibrium is common in 
medical practice. However, it is difficult to conceive an 
objective measurement. The increased use of diuretic 

. ' =. . 

· Impedance measurements of biological tissues have 
been undertaken by numerous workers, above all in the · 
field of cardiei and ·pulmonary plethysmography ( 8). As 
far as we know, few authors have admitted to finding a 
c,orrelation between the absolute impedance values and 
the histological structural composition. In fact, biolog
ical tissue, and by extension the human body, is electric-

·. ally speaking heterogeneous. It is composed of conduc
tors (liquids) and isolating material ( cellular membranes, 
fats, etc.), the latter forming a barrier to the AC cur-··.· 
rent. A tissue can be considered as a suspension where 

~-the liquid medium is consti,tutcd by the interstitial fluid. 
If an AC current is applied to such a system: ( 10) 

1) Extra-cellular fluids only. will be conductive at low 
frequency current. · 

2) At a frequency of. 1 MHz,. approximately, the eel-
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lular membranes, are crossed by the electric current 
. and therefore all the liquids will b~ electrically ex-
. plored. , · · · · 

• ' !. 

. MATERIALS AND M.f.i:fflODS . 

· There are several methods for impedance measure
?1ent; horever none are simple, particularly'·f~· biolog
ical expenments. Since 1962 we have developed a meth
od and apparatus adapted to our potentials and to our. 
medical experimental conditions ( 11). Above all it is an 
apparatus which is easily manipulated, by means of which 
we have. studied, up until the present time, different 
types of biological samples ( 1). ·· . · 

Such an apparatus gives impedance measurements irt 
absolute values of two fr~quency sets---"-either 1 kHz and 
100 or 5 kHz and 1 MHz. 

To evoke an overall tissue electrolytic situation in an 
individual neces$itates, in general, the three following 
normality factors: 

1) The normal liquide volume values. 
2) The normal 1onic concentration ( resistivity of the 

liquids). ' . . · · · 
3) The normal proportion of the~e liq-qids. 

We shall now· see to what point these three factors 
are available. 
· The normal liquid vol~me: As far as the extracellular 

fluid i_s co~cerned, the. real volume is indic~ted by us~ 
of radioactive tracer 82 bromine or radioactive sulphate. 
The same goes for the intracellular fluid compartments: 
or t_he total body water (T.B.W.). In this case tritiated 
water (3H20) is the mostoften used. . ' 

All sub~ects ~aving similar volumes do not necessarily 
have a_n 1dent1~al _morphology. The concept of good 
health 1s not objective and is not sufficient for establish
ing normality volumes. The latter should be estimated as 
a function of simple .body measurements. The volumes 

· so defin~d can be known as theoretical volumes, by an
alogy with the theoretical weight obtained from the 
Lorenz formula: ·. •. · •· 

W = H..:. 100 - (H - 15,0)/4 
According to this definition all individuals in which the 
real weight tends.· towards ± 10% of· the theoretical 
weight -can be considered as· ideal subjects. In such a. 
case, the extra- and intracellular fluid volumes lean 
and fat weight will be defined as the "theoretic v~lues." 

Similarly, these subjects will have an ideal theoretic 
impedance value. Experimental observation has shown 
that the theoretical impedance values which are almost 
identic_al to _the experimental values, 'can be defined by 
t~o d1menswnal parameters: the height, . H, and. the 
c_1rcumference, C, of the wrist of each subject in ques
t1_on according to the following formula: (7) 

Z1 kHz ~ A• H/C2 +'n 
with a correlation coefficient r = 0.84. · · . 

. Similarly, in theoretical subjects, the extracellular fluid 
volume determined by 82 bromine is a theoretical vol
ume corresponding to the formula: · 

ECFV = A' · C2 H + B' . 
. , with r = .0.70 .. 

TABLE I. PART OF A GRAPH SHOWING THE THEORETICAL 
VALUES BY VOLUME IN LITERS OF ECFV ·ESTIMATED BY 
82 BROMINE AND THE BIOELECTRIC IMPEDANCE AS A 
FUNCTION OF HEIGHT, H; AND THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF 

THE WRIST, C, WHEN ZLF = 1 kHz . 

170 171 172 
.. 

173 174 Cv/. 
17.05 liters 17.16 17.27 17.37 17.48 

15.5 
1290D, 1310 1310 1330 · 1330 

I 8. 25 liters 18.37 18.48 18.60 . 18.71 
16 ' 

1220D, 1220 1240 1240 · 1240 
----·---·· 

19.50 liters 19.62 1-9.74 19.86 19.99 
16.5 

1150 n 1150 1170 1170 1170 

: . Example: with a height of 170 cm and a wrist circumference of 
16 cm we should have, at 1 kHz, a theoretical impedance of 1,220 
ohms and a theoretical ECF volume of 18.25 liters. 

Using this formula, we have been able to qraw up a 
table indicating theoretical impedance and theoretical 

· extra-cellular fluid volume, i.e., those values which 
should be found in normal subjects as defined .by their 
height and circumference of the wrist (Table I). 

RES_ULTS 

We have shown by experimentatfon-both in the clinic 
and in the laboratory for a. large majority of individuals 
in good or bad health-that at l'ow frequency {1 kHz or . 
5 kHz) the impedance is a linear function of H2/ECFV 
with r = 0.71. (2,3) (Fig. I) and at high frequency 
( I 00 kHz or 1 MHz) the impedance is a linear function 
ofH2/TBW with r = 0.93 (4,5,6) (Fig. 2), 

These formula are only valid• if the ·extra- and intra
. cellular fluid resistivities are co11sideied to remain con
stant. It is possible, by comparing the measured im7 

Z1kHi 

1000 n 

500 n, 

0.1 

... ,· .,.,, 
, .. ,,, 

. . .... ·· ... 
. I• .••~,f,.: . . . . -:~! . . . . ,...,.. : .. ... 

0.2 ~ .. ~. 

Fig. 1. Values of the overall bioelectric impedance of the · 
human body at 1 kHz (Thomasset method) as a function of . 
height, H, and the volume of ECF determined by isotope 82 
Br. , · 
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Z 100 kHt 

1000" 

500 " 

• Normal' subje<ts n • 20 
• Pathologic: subjects n 24 
r, 0.93 

0,5 

H' H> 
vfveor lB.W. 

Fig. 2. Values of· the overall· bioelectric impedance of the 

human body at 100 kHz (Thomasset method). as a function 

of the height, H, and ·the volume of ,total body water (TBW) 

established by tritiated water. · 

pedance figures with the theoretical figures provided by 

the table, to obtain a good indication of the liquid vol

umes. It is then appreciated how simple it is to only take 

into a·ccount impedance values which are themselves di-

rectly related to volumes. · 

Normal ionic concentrations: By definition, an elec

trolyte is an ionic solution having a certain concentra

tion and which we shall characterize by its resistivity ex- · 

pressed in ohm/ cm. When dealing with the extracellular 

fluid of an organism, .it is implied that the total liquid 

not enclosed by the cellular membranes is under consid- · 

eration. In fact, the extracellular fluid represents the 

sum total of various liquids qualitively different accord

ing to each organ. When: it is necessary_ to measure the 

volume, these liquids are considered together and it is 

currently admitted that the extracellular fluid resistivity 

is more or .less equal to_ that of the plasma, that is to 

· say, pc, However, it must be kept in mind· that · this 

is an approximation and is not based on any theoretical 

consideration. " . 
The problem is somewhat more complex in the intra-

-cellular fluids. It is not known if pi, the intracellular 

fluid resistivity, has a relatively fixed value as does pe, 
or if p; undergoes _large physiological variations. In all 

cases the nature and concentrations of the ions are not 

taken into consideration. 
The relative proportions of the liquid volumes: Here 

we shall consider the relative volumes of the extracellular 

fluid with respect to the tot_al body water. 
Logically, there must exist a relationship between 

the extracellular and iptracellular compartments. How

ever, up until the present time this relationship has not 

been determined due to the difficulties involved in the . 

isotopic measurements necessary. 
On the other hand the impedance ratio measurement 

ZLF/ZHF which can be obtained easily and rapidly, gives 

the proportionality between these two volumes of elec

trolytes; thus, we have been able to systematically exam

ine over 4 years, several thousands of different medical 

cases and the conclusions which we have been able to . 

draw are most precise. 

1) The ZLF/ZHF ratio in a normal healthy adult is a re-

markable fixed value. 

'It is eq'ual to.:. . 
1.30 ± 0.03 for LF = 1 kHz and HF = 100 kHz; 

1.50 ± 0.05 for LF = 5 kHz and HF = 1 MHz. 

It. is indispensable to use precise frequencies as well 

as a given electrode system if comparable figures are to 

be obtained, as confirmed by Salansky and Utrata ( 9). 

2) . In nearly all pathological cases, this ratio is seen to 

decrease. In severe denutritions, notably of . a can

cerous origin, the value of this ratio can decrease to 

as little as 1.10. 

3) As wouki be expected the Zu,/ZnF ratio variations 

are very marked in oedematic afflictions or during 

diuresis treatment. Jn these cases, this ratio repre

sents an extremely important element for the ap-

, preciati.on of the electrolytic tissue situation. 

4) In general the ZLF/ZnF ratio undergoes modification 

with age. This variation does not usually occur before 

55 years, after which it is found to decrease, ap

proximate value being for ZLF = 5 kHz and ZHF = 
1 MHz. . 

between 1.35 and 1.45 from 50 to 60 years; 
between 1.35 and 1 ·40 from 60 to 70 years; 
often inferior to 1.30 after 80 years;· 
and inferior to 1.20 after 90 years. 

This overall index is interesting in geriatrics where 

there is often a lack of precise objective information 

necessary for the basis of more detailed 'investigations. 

DISCUSSION 

. Experimental and scientific verification is made diffi

cult by the fact that the' factor p;, which occurs in the 

· following formula, is not available: 

· ZLF/ZHF = f (pe/ pi, TBW/ECFV) 

Pi not being available,' we have established the following 
plot: . 

Z1 kHz/Z100 kllz = f (TBW /ECFV) 
(Fig. 3) 

The distribution of results is probably due to the fact 

that we have not taken into consideration the possible 

variation of pc! p;. · 
· Body dimension is no longer implied in these formulas 

and it can be stated that there is no doubt that here we 

are dealing with the ratios of two volumes of electrolytes. 

So that the electrolytic situation is normal, it is neces

sary that the real impedance value representing the extra

cellular volume approaches the theoretical impedance 

value p·rovided by the table (Thomasset, Amar, Foule

tier). Thus, according to this method, to be able to as

certain that an electrolytic situation is normal, the follow

ing two conditions are necessary: 

1 ) An impedance ratio 21 kHz/Z100 kHz tending towards -

· the normal value i.e. 1.30 ± 0.03 or Z, kHz/Z1 MHz 
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1.4 

1.3 

1.2 

.J 
. . I• . 
· .. . l. ... .. . . . • + + . 

+ 

• Normal subjects n ~ 20 
+ Pathologic subjects n 17 

2 2,5 
.Yi ·.Y! or J_B \! 

Ve E.C.F . 

Fig. 3. Comp;uison of the relationship between LP and HF 
as a function of TBW /ECFV. 

i.e. 1.50 ± 0.05 .. 

2) An absolute impedance value _at low frequencies re
lated to the theoretical impedance provided by the 
table ± 50 ohms. ·. 

These conditions are sufficient as lorig as, on the one 
Ii.and, our method is rigorously. applied (Thomasset 
metho~) which is very simple, and, on the o~her hand, 
that the approximations bearing on tlle definition of the · 
theoretical values with respect to the morphological data 
are taken into consideration. 

CONCLL'SIONS 

The ratio· of the LF and HF impedances appears to 
· be an excellent and simple tool for investigation of liquid 

species, 'either of• the total human body, taking into 
consideration global impedances or of a particular organ 
taking into consideration local impedances. We have 
sketched out in this communication a study of the global 
impedance ratio variations 'with age; but a large m1mber 
of studies still remain to be undertaken in those cases 

of severe denutrition, as in all cases of metabolic illnesses. 
We cari state that in most cases not only does the ratio 
decrease but that there is extreme difficulty in reestab
lishing normal valu~s. · Whatever action is undertaken, 
it seems that the intracellular liquid compartment re-

-mains.fosufficjent with respect to that of the extracel
lular liquid compartment.· It is as if the wal~r will nol 
enter 

1
in-the-cells or-as if it were no lor:iger retained with-

in the~~ells.~. . · .. _ J . _ 
Finally, with this concept of · impedance ratios of 

ZLF/ZHF a promising exp~rimental method has been 
found which will, perhaps, enable better investigations in 
a field which has often been left to one side. 
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